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DEX-Ray: Augmented Reality Neurosurgical
 Navigation with a hand-held video probe
Ralf A. Kockro, M.D., Ivan Ng, M.D., Yeo Tseng Tsai, M.D, Peter Hwang, M.D., Zhu Chuangui, 
Ph.D., Kusuma Agusanto, M.Sc., Liang Xiao Hong, M.Sc., Luis Serra, Ph.D.
Article summary
We have developed an Augmented Reality navigation system which enables the 
neurosurgeon to be guided to surgical targets during an operation. We call this 
system DEX-Ray and we are reporting on its development and on the first intra-
operative experiences in 12 cases. DEX-Ray consists of a hand held probe 
which integrates a lipstick-size video camera positioned to look over the probe’s 
tip into the surgical field. The video stream produced by the camera is 
augmented with information preoperatively obtained during neurosurgical 
planning with 3D planning systems. The information consists of several 3D 
objects and target points. An LCD monitor displays in one large window the 
combination of 3D graphics and video stream, while in three smaller windows the 
axial, coronal and sagittal planes intersecting at the tip of the probe are 
displayed. We have tested the system’s technical accuracy in the laboratory and 
evaluated its intra-operative feasibility and value in with a series of tumor and 
vascular cases. The system provided accurate intra-operative navigational 
information and could be seamlessly integrated into the surgical workflow. The 
see-through effect revealing 3D information below the surgically exposed surface 
showed to be of significant value especially during the macroscopic phase of an 
operation, providing intuitive and instantly understandable structural navigational 
information. Navigation in deep and narrow surgical corridors was limited due to 
the camera resolution and light sensitivity. The system was perceived as a new 
navigational experience, since the augmented see-through effect allowed direct 
understanding of the surgical anatomy beyond the visible surface and direct 
guidance towards surgical targets.
Article Summary (NO ABSTRACTS!  Provide Simple One-Paragraph Lay
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Objective
We have developed an Augmented Reality system which enables intra-operative 
image guidance by means of 3D graphics overlaid over a video stream. We call 
this system DEX-Ray and we are reporting on its development and on the first 
intra-operative experiences in 12 cases.
Methods
DEX-Ray consists of a tracked hand-held probe which integrates a lipstick-size 
video camera. The camera looks over the probe’s tip into the surgical field. The 
camera’s video stream is augmented with co-registered, multi-modality 3D 
graphics and landmarks obtained during neurosurgical planning with three-
dimensional workstations. The hand-held probe has a double function, one as a 
navigation device to view and point and the other as an interaction device to adjust 
the 3D graphics. We have tested the system’s accuracy in the laboratory and 
evaluated it intra-operatively with a series of tumor and vascular cases.
Results
DEX-Ray provided accurate and real time video-based augmented reality display. 
The system could be seamlessly integrated into the surgical workflow. The see-
through effect revealing 3D information below the surgically exposed surface 
showed to be of significant value especially during the macroscopic phase of an 
operation, providing easily understandable structural navigational information. 
Navigation in deep and narrow surgical corridors was limited by the camera 
resolution and light sensitivity.
Conclusion
The system was perceived as an improved navigational experience, since the 
augmented see-through effect allowed direct understanding of the surgical 
anatomy beyond the visible surface and direct guidance towards surgical targets.
Running title:  Augmented Reality Navigation
Key words: neurosurgical navigation, augmented reality, virtual reality, three 
dimensional imaging
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1. Introduction
A neurosurgical operation is a mission into a highly complex 3D space and a 
challenge to spatial comprehension. Positioning of the patient, skin incision, 
craniotomy and tissue dissection are directly dependent on the correct and 
comprehensive structural understanding of the surgical target, its surrounding 
structures and the surgical corridor that leads to it. Image guided surgery or so 
called navigation systems try to help in the understanding of this complex surgical 
space by transferring pre-operatively obtained medical imaging information to the 
patient on the operating table. Over the past two decades these systems have 
become an important part of the neurosurgical armamentarium and despite 
inevitable limitations like inaccuracies related to intra-operative soft tissue 
deformation image guided surgery has shown to be an invaluable tool in assisting
the neurosurgeon on a wide range of surgical procedures [4, 11, 16, 27, 36, 43, 
45]. However the current navigation technology remains essentially two 
dimensional and cannot truly accommodate for the three-dimensionality of a 
neurosurgical operation.    
More than a decade ago this team started developing Virtual Reality graphical 
workstations for neurosurgical planning called Dextroscope and Dextrobeam, 
which enable for intuitive and precise planning with 3D multi-modality data-sets 
[21, 22, 39, 40] (Fig. 1). Neurosurgical panning with this technology results in the 
creation of detailed surgical plans and strategies based on simulated viewpoints 
towards the surgical target. It also allows the simulation of possible craniotomies, 
intracranial bone work and measurement of distances and angles towards
anatomical structures along the surgical corridor [1, 17, 23, 44, 50]. It was even 
shown that precise planning can often result in image guidance becoming less 
critical [44]. But even with a good surgical plan in place, the main limitation of this 
planning technology has been that the information obtained was not available 
during surgery. Surgeons often brought screen captures taken during the planning 
sessions into the operating room either as prints or softcopies displayed on a 
laptop; however it was often difficult and impractical to bring the prints of the 3D 
data in direct relation to the intra-operative surgical scenario. We therefore 
decided to develop a system that would perceivably allow intra-operative guidance 
by augmenting the actual surgical site with interactive 3D virtual structures
generated during the planning process. After experimenting with head mounted 
see-through LCD displays and facing the difficulty of calibrating the 3D graphics 
with the individual line of sight we decided to develop a hand-held and tracked 
pointing device, which integrates a “lip-stick” camera positioned above and behind 
the pointer’s tip (Fig. 1 and 2 a-c). The camera in the probe generates a real time 
video stream of the surgical field which is augmented with the semi-transparent 
multi-modality 3D graphical objects created during the planning with the 
Dextroscope or Dextrobeam. The resulting augmented see-through effect gives 
the impression of seeing beyond the visible surface and allows navigating entirely 
in a 3D space. The system is called DEX-Ray and we are reporting on the 
development of this technology and on our first clinical experiences in 12 cases.
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2. Methods
Planning with the Dextroscope and Dextrobeam
Intra-operative navigation with DEX-Ray is based on three dimensional surgical 
planning with the Virtual Reality environments of the Dextroscope (Fig. 1) and 
Dextrobeam. These planning environments have been described previously [21, 
22, 23, 39, 40]. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or CT data in DICOM format 
data is transferred to these planning stations, then co-registered and displayed as
three dimensional stereoscopic objects. Wearing liquid crystal shutter glasses 
synchronized with the time split display, the user reaches with both hands into a 
stereoscopic environment containing the “floating” patient specific 3D imaging data 
as well as various image processing and surgical planning tools. Electromagnetic 
sensors in both hands convey the interaction and allow real time 3D data 
manipulation. Software tools for color and transparency coding, manual and semi-
automatic segmentation, curved, linear and volumetric measurements, cropping 
an cutting, virtual tissue removal (virtual “drilling” or “suctioning”) and 
reconstruction as well as snapshot and video reporting tools are available. At the 
end of the planning session the user specifies the 3D imaging data which is to be 
transferred to DEX-Ray for navigation. This may include for example the 
volumetric segmentation of a tumor (usually segmented from MRI), vascular 
structures (from MRA and/or CTA), a simulated craniotomy (from CT data) or 
simulated bone work at the skull base (from CT data). Three point landmarks of 
interest can be specified inside the 3D data and the distance between them and 
pointer’s tip can be displayed online during the navigation procedure.            
The DEX-Ray set-up probe
The DEX-Ray system consist of a trolley containing computer hardware and 
a mounted LCD monitor, a connected tracking system (Northern Digital, 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) and a hand held probe (Fig 1 a-b). The probe 
consists of an aluminum alloy tube shaft with an attached pointer and a lipstick 
shaped camera which can be slid into it (Fig 2 a-c). The video camera’s resolution 
is 768 x 576 (PAL format) with a refresh rate of 30 frames per second. The front of 
the tube shaft contains a glass window and the back contains a mechanism to lock 
in the camera after it has been introduced. Two reflective markers at the rear end 
of the probe and one at the front provide passive tracking. The probe (without the 
camera) can be sterilized by autoclaving. Intra-operatively, a sterile plastic sleeve 
(as used to drape endoscopes) is attached to the rear end of the sterile housing of 
the DEX-Ray probe. The camera is then introduced through the sleeve, slid into 
the probe and locked. A mechanical guiding mechanism ensures that the camera 
can only dock in one single position.
Ralf A. Kockro
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Image co-registration
Making use of the Augmented Reality we developed a co-registration 
procedure in two steps:  After the patient’s head is stabilized in a frame and 
markers have been attached to the frame, the patient to data co-registration is 
achieved in two stages:
1. Rough alignment: The user defines a pivot point on the virtual skin surface 
(for example nasion, tragus or inion). The skin silhouette then appears to be 
attached to the tip of the probe at that pivot point (Figure 3a, left window on 
the monitor, the red cross is the pivot point). When the user places the DEX-
Ray probe on the corresponding real pivot point on the patient’s head, the 
virtual skin follows the probe and is seen overlaid over the patient skin. The 
user then pivots the DEX-Ray probe so that the image of the virtual and real 
patient matches approximately (Fig. 3 a, right window). Pointing the DEX-Ray 
probe towards the head allows roughly aligning the head surface as visible in the 
video with the virtual skin surface generated from imaging data (Fig 3 a).
2. Precise alignment: After the virtual and the real silhouettes of the patients 
head surface have been overlaid the precise alignment begins. The user 
collects points by sliding the tip of the DEX-Ray pointer in loops over the 
patient’s skin surface while diversifying the points of collection as much as 
possible (Fig 3 b). The surface refinement is based on the iterative closest 
point (ICP) algorithm [35] and incorporates a method for fast closest point 
searching [2]. This algorithm is robust in the presence of outliers and noisy 
input data (for example collected point data from the patient with unshaven 
head). The ICP algorithm is known for its fast convergence but requires the 
initial guess to be close to the correct pose. We approached this problem by 
relying on the rough AR alignment method described above. As a result, this 
AR alignment addresses the general difficulty of registration procedures
when there are sparse surface features (for example registration in prone 
position). At the end of the registration process a root mean square (RMS)
registration error is calculated and displayed. This error is computed based on 
RMS of the closest distance of each valid point collected by sliding over the 
skin surface (excluding the outliers, 750 points) to the closest point on the 
virtual surface generated from the skin surface of the CT or MRI imaging 
data (maximum of 60,000 points). Finally the registration accuracy is verified by 
the user by inspecting the axial, coronal and sagittal planes while moving the 
probe over the surface and also by looking at the Augmented Reality window, 
which is showing the DEX-Ray video combined with the semi-transparent surface 
of the 3D imaging data (Fig. 3 b c). If the registration is confirmed, the system 
switches to navigation mode displaying the live video combined with the 
augmented 3D structures and landmarks that were transferred from the planning 
procedure.
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Navigation and display and interface
DEX-Ray displays the navigational information on a 20 inch monitor mounted on a 
trolley positioned in clear view of the surgeon (Fig. 4). The screen is divided into 
four windows: One large window is showing the video signal from the hand-held 
probe and the overlaid 3D graphics. Three smaller windows are showing the axial, 
coronal and sagittal planes (CT or MRI) with the position of the tip of the pointer 
marked on them. The camera is positioned above and in parallel to the 12 cm long 
pointer. Therefore, the pointer including its tip is seen in the center of the lower 
part of the video image. A virtual line extends along and beyond the physical axis 
of the pointer into the depth of the field of view (Fig. 5-8). If the virtual line 
intersects with any volumetric graphical object, the distance between the pointer 
tip and the object is displayed below the main video window. The on-line distance 
between the tip of the pointer and up to three point landmarks (identified during 
planning) can also be displayed. In that case three lines of different color will be 
drawn from the tip of the pointer towards the landmarks and the respective 
distances are displayed concurrently while navigating (Fig. 5a). If the tip of the 
pointer enters into the volumetric graphics, a cut plane perpendicular to the axis of 
the pointer crops the graphics. The position of the crop plane along the axis of the 
pointer can be adjusted and it prevents the display of unnecessary 3D graphics 
between the pointer tip and the surgeon. 
Pressing the footswitch freezes the image (video and graphics) and a user 
interface appears surrounding the frozen image. Movement of the hand-held probe 
then results in controlling a cursor on the screen, similar to moving a mouse. This 
user interface allows controlling functions like switching on or off 3D graphical 
objects, adjusting the transparency of video and 3D graphics, digital zooming (of 
video and graphics in synchronization) or the alteration of the display window 
configuration. It is possible to display the 3D graphics as dynamically fading in and 
out of the video image (each cycle lasting a few seconds), allowing to see the 
unobstructed video, the unobstructed graphics as well as the blending in-between. 
When keeping the footswitch pressed for more than three seconds the system 
takes a snapshot of both the video stream and the corresponding 3D graphics.
Laboratory testing
The system’s video augmentation feature, including its distortion correction was 
developed with several plastic and steel models with known physical dimensions 
and defined surface patterns. The intra-operative functions and user interfaces 
were developed and tested by using a skull phantom (Fig. 5a), which contained 
some fixed geometrical objects inside. A CT of this skull phantom was obtained 
and the skull as well the objects inside were segmented and reconstructed in 3D. 
Dissection towards a target was often simulated with cotton wool surrounding the 
geometrical objects (Fig. 5b).
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Clinical testing
DEX-Ray was tested in the operating room of the National Neuroscience Institute, 
Singapore after passing the international safety standards for electrical operating 
room equipment and after being approved by the Institute’s Ethics Committee 
Board. The test protocol required DEX-Ray to be used in addition to the 
Treon navigation system (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) (Fig. 1b) and 
each navigational step with DEX-Ray needed to be validated with the Treon
system in order to avoid potential misguidance. Four neurosurgeons used 
DEX-Ray for intra-operative navigation. After each case the neurosurgeons 
filed a report on their experiences stating advantages and shortcomings of 
the system. In addition a technical performance report was filed stating co-
registration accuracy, the time taken for co-registration and technical 
difficulties. The 3D data used for planning and navigation was stored 
together with the snapshots and videos taken intra-operatively with the DEX-
Ray probe. The 12 patients operated with the navigational aid of DEX-Ray
included four high grade gliomas, four meningiomas, one metastasis, one 
cavernoma, one aneurysm and one AVM (see Table 1). 
3. Results 
Accuracy of the Augmented Reality display
The fundamental accuracy of any video augmented reality display is dependant on 
the distortion of the video image produced by the lens of the camera and the 
algorithm used to correct it. We developed a method to correct the distortion of an 
individual video camera by measuring the distortion parameters of the video 
image, generating a distortion correction matrix and then applying this matrix on 
the live image. After correction the overlay error across the whole field of view of 
the DEX-Ray camera was 0.21 mm with a standard deviation of 0.05 mm. In the 
central field of view this error was 0.19 mm [51].
Image to patient co-registration
The two stage co-registration method as described above resulted in fast co-
registration with good results. Applying this method with plastic skulls in the 
laboratory resulted in registration accuracy (root-mean-square displacement) of 
0.9 mm or better. When the method was applied to 12 patients in the operating 
room it resulted in an average registration accuracy of 1.3 mm. The position of the 
patient (e.g. prone or supine) did not affect this accuracy; neither did sliding the tip 
of the pointer on the surface of the hairy scalp. The average time taken to 
complete the registration process was 5.1 minutes.
An interesting effect of the Augmented Reality display was the user’s ability to see 
a co-registration mismatch at one glance: Pointing tangentially at parts of the non 
hair covered head made mismatches between the virtual and real skin silhouettes 
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clearly and instantly visible (Fig. 3b c). This was felt to be a convincing reality 
check of the mathematically calculated root mean square error.
Navigation
Handling the probe and familiarizing with the display and field of view of the video 
image when pointing it at a target was felt to be intuitive and unproblematic. The 
fact that the probe’s pointing tip is displayed within the camera’s field of view made 
the direction of the viewing axis of the video camera unambiguously clear. Getting 
a sense for the orientation of the probe while holding it was enhanced by the 
computer generated ray extending beyond the tip into the depth of the video 
image.
Pointing DEX-Ray at a phantom or a patient’s head results in the effect of “seeing”
semitransparent 3D structures below the surface. When moving the probe the 3D 
structures change perspective in real time and this effect instantly resulted in the 
feeling of holding some sort of hand-held X-Ray device (hence the name DEX-Ray 
– combining Dextroscope graphics with an X-Ray like see-through effect). In the 
operating room the dynamic display of the semi-transparent 3D graphics in 
combination with the live video stream allowed them the graphics to be perceived 
in relation to the real world scenario of the operative field, which resulted in 
intuitive understanding of their sub surface position and extent. In the operating 
room the see-through effect was felt to provide easy understanding of the three-
dimensionality hidden below the surface from the very beginning of the procedure.
While holding the probe in one hand, possibly resting it on the skin with the pointer 
tip, a marker pen in the other hand was often could be used to draw on the skin, 
outlining relevant sub-surface structures like sinuses, surgical target structures, 
the craniotomy or the skin incision. While doing this it became clear that the 
depiction of the 3D graphics in relation to the visible surface was dependant on the 
pointing angle of the probe. Holding the probe perpendicular to the surface and 
therefore usually in the direction of the surgical trajectory and line of sight
resulted the clearest and most intuitive and direct conception of the surgical 
anatomy. However, holding the probe at an angle grossly different from the 
surgeon’s line of sight may result in perceiving the virtual target objects at a 
position (especially when drawn on the skin) which does not reflect their 
actual position along the actual surgical path (see discussion).
Especially after draping After the patient was draped the power of the augment 
reality navigation window became the most perceptible: Since the drapes usually 
covered the view of the exact position of the head and the relative position of the 
axial, coronal and sagittal planes became less obvious. At that stage most 
surgeons used the large Augmented Reality window as the main guiding 
information. Since the physical tip of the hand held pointer is visible in the 
Augmented Reality window and at the same time serves as the spatial reference 
point for the axial, corona, and sagittal planes (on the right side of the screen), it 
was felt that this combined display of the 2D and 3D navigational information was 
enhancing and complementing each other. 
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When approaching a target the virtual ray extending from the tip of the pointer 
could simply be pointed towards the various virtual sub-surface structures and the 
displayed distance provided instant information about their distance. Since the 
display is not stereoscopic this feature was often used relied heavily upon to 
understand spatial relationships.
The deeper and narrower the surgical cavity was, the more the clarity of the video 
image was limited by the camera’s magnification, resolution and the availability of 
light (cases 1, 5 and 11, see Table 1). More than two times of digital zoom
lowered the image resolution to a level that was hardly useful. In deep and narrow 
cavities the overlaid 3D graphics also tended to obstruct the video image, making 
it more difficult to relate them to the anatomy as seen by the camera. In these 
cases the feature of automatically fading and re-appearing 3D graphics offered 
enhancement to relate the real world to the virtual word. 
Intra-operative soft tissue deformation (brain shift) limited the navigational 
value of the system, especially during cortical and sub-cortical tumor 
resections (cases 2, 4, 7 and 10, see Table 1). Misguidance was tried to be 
minimized by repeated checks of the degree and direction of the brain shift 
by pointing to known structures like the cortex vessels and by comparing 
their position on the navigational imaging data.
Illustrative case 1 (Patient # 7, Fig. 6 a-d)
Right fronto-parietal glioblastoma multiforme in a 62 year old right handed patient. 
The patient is positioned on his left side in park bench position. Figure 6a shows 
the lesion projected on the skin surface. The distance to the posterior portion of 
the tumor along the axis of the pointer tip, which is resting on the skin, is 30.6 mm. 
The skin incision has been marked directly in relation to the expected subcortical 
tumor position. After opening of the dura (Fig. 6b) the cortical incision is planned to 
be anterior to the central motor cortex, which is expected to be located above the 
posterior portion of the tumor. The cortisectomy opens a surgical corridor which 
leads to the anterior portion of the tumor (Fig 6c). The tip of the DEX-Ray probe is 
inserted into the surgical cavity and shows a 9.2 mm distance to the contrast 
enhancing tumor. In Figure 6d the anterior part of the lesion has been partly 
removed and the tip of the probe is shown inserted into the tumor cavity. The 
graphics above the pointer tip (between the tip and the camera) are cropped by a 
cropping plane positioned at the tip of the probe and orthogonal to the probe’s 
axis. From this corridor the posterior portion of the tumor could subsequently also 
be removed. Towards the end of the operation, the brain shift related co-
registration error increased to approximately 1cm and therefore the 
navigation data was difficult to be used to define the tumor borders.
Illustrative case 2 (Patient # 11, Fig. 7 a-d)
Previously unruptured right sided PICA (posterior inferior cerebellar artery) 
aneurysm in a 51 year old patient. The planning in the Dextroscope (Fig. 6a) was 
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carried out with CT (bone reconstruction) and MRA data (vasculature). It showed 
the PICA looping inferiorly, posteriorly and laterally around the aneurysm before 
entering it. The PICA exit point from the aneurysm appeared to be located just 
next to the entry point, which resulted in a very saccular aneurysm shape. A far 
lateral approach was simulated based on the 3D CT data and it was chosen to be 
suitable to clip this aneurysm. The patient was positioned in park bench position 
with a flexed neck. Figure 7b shows the superimposed planned far lateral 
craniotomy (CT), the right vertebral artery and the PICA with its aneurysm (MRA). 
Upon completing the far lateral exposure according to the superimposed pre-
planned craniotomy, the right vertebral artery was located and protected (Fig. 7c). 
When approaching the aneurysm, the PICA origin could easily be located and the 
spatial position of the aneurysm including the course of the entering and exiting 
PICA was quickly understood (Fig. 7d). The lack of light in the depth of the 
surgical cavity at times limited the quality of the video images. This required 
careful adjustment of the ceiling mounted lamps. The aneurysm was clipped 
successfully with a curved clip and good flow through the reconstructed PICA 
segment was achieved.
Illustrative case 3 (Patient # 12, Fig. 8 a-d)
Left occipital cavernous angioma in a 48 year old patient. The case was planned 
based on a gradient echo contrast enhanced MRI (Fig.8a). The cavernous 
angioma was volumetrically segmented in green (in Fig.8a copped in half to see 
the posterior part of the lesion on the MRI). The left visual cortex was outlined 
based on anatomical landmarks and reconstructed as a yellow volume (shining 
through the semitransparent MRI in Fig. 8a). It was planned to approach this 
lesion via an occipital inter-hemispheric approach with the trajectory staying above 
the visual cortex. The video image of DEX-Ray in Figure 8b shows the patient in 
prone position with the sagittal sinus (grey), the visual cortex (yellow), the 
cavernous angioma (green) and the ventricles (purple) superimposed. While 
holding the DEX-Ray probe in the left hand, the surgeon is drawing the course of 
the sinuses on the skin by following the superimposed graphics. In Figure 8c the 
craniotomy is planned according to the position of the underlying sagittal sinus and
target structures. Figure 8d shows the brain retractor being inserted above the 
visual cortex (yellow) and thereby opening a surgical corridor which leads directly 
to the cavernoma. The lesion could be removed without causing any visual
deficits.
4. Discussion
Enhancing what our eyes see by superimposing computer generated information 
has been the stuff of science fiction for decades, and most of us will remember 
“Superman” using his “X-Ray vision” to reveal the invisible. It wasn’t until the early 
1990s that advances in computer technology allowed scientists at Boeing to coin 
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the word “Augmented Reality” (AR) by developing an experimental head mounted 
display to help workers assemble cables into aircrafts [3, 13, 25]. Enabling them to 
see 3D information of blueprints beyond the visual surface of airplane parts 
resulted in easier structural understanding and faster assembling. With the 
advances of global and regional positioning systems AR technology also found its 
way into the aircraft cockpit, with Heads-up displays of EFVS (Enhanced Flight 
Vision Systems) and SVS (Synthetic Vision Systems) displaying a virtual horizon, 
runway measurements and terrestrial landmarks in transparent displays without 
obstructing the user’s view (Fig. 9). 
Medicine appears to be a field where the potential of seeing information beyond a 
visible surface promises obvious benefits, however the technical challenges are 
not easy to overcome. Several research groups have been experimenting with 
technology which would provide some degree of “X-Ray vision” by either 
superimposing synthetic information over semi-transparent optical see-through 
displays or by mixing virtual objects with the signal of video cameras. Optical see-
through systems allow the user to see the real world with the eye’s full resolution 
and field of view; however superimposing graphics over the natural line of sight 
imposes specific difficulties, specifically with respect to achieving an accurate 
match of the overlaid graphics. Since physical objects are focused dependent on 
their distance but virtual objects are focused in the plane of the display it may 
furthermore become difficult for the user to perceive both as spatially 
corresponding objects. Some research groups have shown promising results by 
injecting stereoscopic 3D graphics directly either into an operating microscope [10, 
24, 32] or a head mounted operating binocular [5, 6, 14]. The defined optical axes
through the array of lenses in these systems facilitate to achieve reasonably good 
overlay accuracy. However these groups were facing the challenge to overcome 
the phenomenon that despite placing great emphasis on the adjustment of the 
depth parameters of the virtual objects, it is very hard to convince the human brain 
to perceive the virtual structures as being below the visible surface. Being faced 
with these difficulties, research has been focusing on replacing the natural line of 
sight of optical see-through displays with video cameras. The resulting video 
Augmented Reality systems offer the advantage that there is no discrepancy 
between the eye’s focus on virtual and physical objects since both are viewed on 
the same plane. Furthermore the virtual objects can be combined with the real 
world video stream by using a rich variety of graphical effects which allows 
creating a good depth effect. The limitations of video Augmented Reality 
techniques however are given by the fact that the current video camera and 
display resolutions do not match the natural visual experience of the human eye. 
Video Augmented Reality systems have been developed and also tested clinically 
by several groups. Wagner et al have been developing a head mounted display 
system which projects the video signal of a video camera positioned between the 
user’s eyes, mixed with navigational graphical information into the surgeon’s head
mounted display. The system has been used successfully in the field of maxillo-
facial surgery to guide osteotomies in orthognathic operations [11, 47, 49] as well 
as for tumor and trauma related reconstruction surgeries [11, 48]. Wacker and 
Sauer al recently reported on initial results by using a similar set-up with stereo 
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video cameras mounted on top of a head mounted display for needle biopsies [37, 
46]. Mischkowski et al report on clinical experiences with a portable AR System 
consisting of an LCD screen with a digital camera in the center of its back side and
an attached reference star for tracking. When moved over the surgical field the 
screen displays the video stream and superimposed 3D graphical objects derived 
from CT or MRI. Their initial clinical experiences suggest that this technology is 
helpful to guide maxillary translocation especially in nonlinear complex cases [30, 
31]. Also in the field of maxillo-facial surgery an interesting AR method has been 
pursued by Marmulla et al. by projecting planned osteotomy lines directly onto the 
patient’s skin [28]. Other groups have build very promising pre-clinical prototypes 
of Video AR systems for endoscopic arthroscopy [9], CT guided biopsies [20], 
laparoscopic surgery [29] and for endoscopic coronary bypass grafting [12]. 
In the field of neurosurgery, the idea of intra-operative image augmentation with
2D or 3D graphics has been conceived by several groups as a useful method to 
guide the surgeon. Kelly et al already reported on the concept of volumetric
stereotactic guided resection of brain tumors in the early 90s [19] and today the 
monoscopic injection of simple graphics into the surgical microscope is in fact 
available on a product level. However, the commercially available methods of 
microscopic image injection do not allow the display of complex 3D structures and 
the microscope can hardly be used for the initial, macroscopic part of the surgical 
procedure. And although 3D image injection into a microscope is conceptually the 
most elegant way of image guidance, the currently available technology still 
confronts the user with the optical challenges as described above - the difficulty for 
the user to fuse the natural view with the virtual graphics [5, 6, 10, 14, 24]. 
Superimposing 3D structures like tumor volumes over a real time video image, 
similar to the systems described for other surgical fields, has been envisaged to be 
a useful guiding method for tumor resection. Several research groups have 
developed systems centered on this application, some of which have also been 
clinically applied [15, 18, 26, 33, 34]. By guiding tumor resections with 
superimposed computer-generated volumetric renderings of tumors over a video 
signal from a frame based camera, Gildenberg et al even reported decreased 
neurological complications and shorter length of hospital stay [15].    
We have always believed that the intrinsic three dimensionality of a neurosurgical 
procedure should already be reflected in the surgical planning process. By 
introducing workstations which provide the graphical rendering power, surgical 
simulation tools and an intuitive user interface to allow comprehensive three-
dimensional planning with multi-modality imaging data-sets we have shown that 
this technology can significantly reduce pre-operative guess work, allow a clearer 
and therefore lesser invasive definition of the surgical path and increase intra-
operative confidence [1, 17, 21, 22, 23, 44, 50 ]. Inspired by the promising 
experiences with AR technology in the literature we perceived the transfer of our 
3D surgical planning data into the operating room to be the right next step. We 
imagined that directly superimposing the pre-segmented surgically relevant 
structures, landmarks or simulated craniotomies over the surgical site would lead 
to spatially more comprehensive navigation and therefore to considerably
improved intra-operative spatial understanding.   
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Our first concept of reaching this goal was to capitalize on our experience with the 
mirror based interface of the Dextroscope and project the surgical plan with a semi 
semi-transparent mirror directly over the patient. However, as Blackwell et al have 
reported before [7, 8] we also faced the fact that clinically acceptable co-
registration accuracy is almost impossible to achieve with the current head or eye 
tracking technology. Subsequently we experimented with an optical see-through 
head mounted display (AddVisor 150, Saab Aerospace, Sweden), (Fig. 10), which 
allows semi transparent superimposition of colored data in SXGA (1280 x 1024)
resolution and in stereo over the line of sight of both eyes. Applied with phantoms 
we achieved quite impressive Augmented Reality effects, however it was again 
concluded that that calibration of the display with respect to the individual user is a 
too difficult and fragile process to be applied in clinical routine. In addition, we felt 
that the display is too bulky to be worn in the OR.
The final design of the navigation probe as described in this article resulted by 
balancing technical feasibility, clinical value and intra-operative practicability. 
Positioning a small camera into a hand held pointer and allowing the tip of the 
pointer to be in line of sight of the camera allows the superimposition of 3D 
graphics in context to the surgical scene and provides the user with a good sense 
of the camera’s pointing direction. At the same time the probe’s compact design 
does not obstructs the surgeon’s view to the surgical site as it is the case in 
systems which position a semi-transparent mirror [7, 8] or an LCD screen [30, 31] 
over the surgical site. Since the DEX-Ray video stream is monoscopic it is difficult 
for the user to perceive the depth of the overlaid graphics, which is in fact a 
common problem of all monoscopic Augmented Reality systems [42]. We 
therefore felt it was important to provide the user with several cues to understand 
the distance of the graphical objects in relation to the video stream. The most 
important feature to deal with this requirement is DEX-Ray’s virtual ray, which is 
extending along the axis of the pointer’s tip into the surgical field. Seeing the 
displayed distance between the pointer’s tip and the intersection of the ray with 3D 
graphical structures below the surface was found to be a fast and easy way to 
understand absolute spatial distances. Besides surface shading of the virtual 
structures, the strongest cue of relative depth was found to be the parallax effect 
which refers to the relative change of position of the virtual objects embedded in 
the video stream when hovering with the pointer across the surgical field. 
Smoothly and quickly adapting graphics are a prerequisite for this effect, which 
requires the use of high-end graphics hardware. If the refresh rate drops between 
10 frames per second the depth effect of a dynamically adapting augmented 
reality scenario starts to weaken.
During our clinical tests, which were carried out in addition to the use of a 
conventional navigation system, the When introducing DEX-Ray into the 
surgical field the process of navigating as we are used to it changed instantly. 
Already at the beginning of the surgery, most neurosurgeons who have been using 
the system agreed that the combination of video signal and superimposed 3D
planning data provided a direct and clear perception of the surgical target and (if 
displayed) relevant structures along the path towards it. The Augmented Reality 
effect enabled straightforward definition of the skin incision with respect to 
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underlying structures, both of which were often drawn with a marker pen directly 
on the skin. If the skin incision and craniotomy were planned and simulated in 
the Dextroscope, the actual incision and craniotomy could quite simply be 
followed according to the superimposed 3D data set (see case illustration 2). The 
conventional two-dimensional displays of a navigation system localize a point in 
3D space rather than the volumetric target and the surgeon is then required to 
mentally reconstruct the actual spatial position of the pointer and its relation to the 
surgical target. We found that especially when the head is draped, the orientation 
of the three orthogonal planes may not be easily related to the surgical corridor, in 
particular when the head is positioned other than straight supine or prone. 
Furthermore, the surgical target or structures of interest may not necessarily be
displayed on the orthogonal planes intersecting at the pointer’s tip especially if the 
structure is several centimeters away. Although many systems offer a variety of 
2D display features, like cut planes in several axes and orientations, they do not 
provide the surgeon with optimal navigational value. Most systems also offer 
attractive 3D surface rendered reconstructions of the head silhouette or any other 
segmented anatomical structure in a forth window, however since they can’t be 
viewed in direct context and scale to the surgical scene their localizing value is 
questionable [15, 41].   
Navigating with DEX-Ray resulted in directly operating towards a volumetric target 
instead of mentally reconstructing the position of the pointer in 3D space. One 
potentially confusing effect however needs to be pointed out: The point of view of 
the camera can be different than the surgeon’s naked eye point of view. This is 
illustrated in Figure 11 10. In the figure, the surgeon looks down on the patient and 
points with the camera at the target. If the camera is not aligned with the surgeon’s 
eye view, then the augmented reality image obtained on the screen will show the 
target projected at a different point on the visible surface (point A in Figure 11 10) 
than the one the surgeon would see from his viewing axis (point B). This effect 
was especially apparent when sub-surface structures, which appear projected 
onto skin level, were marked with a pen on the skin (like a tumor or sinus like in 
case illustration 3). If the DEX-Ray probe is held in a grossly different angle to the 
user’s line of sight these outlined structures may not accurately be positioned 
along the intended surgical path. Therefore, the camera must be aligned as 
closely as possible to the surgeon’s line of sight to minimize this error.
In deep and narrow surgical corridors the camera’s ability to depict anatomical 
structures weakened, which was mainly due to lack of light and the fact that the 
camera does not allow optical magnification. The superimposed graphics were 
then harder to relate to the real world video stream of the surgically exposed 
surface; however their distance to the pointer tip could still be detected by the 
virtual ray intersecting with them. When pointing with the DEX-Ray probe into 
deep and narrow cavities, the graphical structures representing deep seated 
objects were sometimes superimposed over the cortical surface of the 
surgical site and this was confusing. To avoid this effect it was necessary to 
carefully point the probe straight down into the surgical corridor. We also
found that limiting the 3D virtual display to the essential 3D structures tends to 
increase localizing value since relating them to the video scene becomes easier.
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We are currently designing a probe which has a light source at the tip of the 
pointer and we are planning to incorporate a higher resolution camera into the next 
generation DEX-Ray pointer. A very interesting alternative to this is would be 
augmenting the video stream of a rigid endoscope with 3D navigational graphics. 
This was successfully demonstrated by Kawamata et al. who have developed an 
Augmented Reality system for endonasal trans-sphenoidal surgery to treat 
pituitary tumors [18]. Similar to our experiences they reported significantly 
improved spatial understanding by knowing the location of structures beyond 
visible surfaces, like the tumors, carotid arteries and optic nerves.
For surgeries which require a microscope, the ultimate intra-operative guidance 
would certainly be the display of volumetrically segmented structures 
superimposed directly over the line of sight. However, as discussed above, the 
physical and physiological challenges of developing an optical see-through 
augmented reality system, especially in stereo, are difficult to overcome. The 
alternative would be working with a magnification device with a stereoscopic video 
output displayed on a monitor. When working with DEX-Ray and seeing the 
surgical site, the instruments and the 3D navigational information all combined as
one video image we were often tempted to continue the operation by simply
looking at the DEX-Ray video screen instead of using the DEX-Ray probe just for 
intermittent navigational purposes. We therefore occasionally proceeded to fix the 
DEX-Ray probe on a soft-tissue retractor arm and positioned it along the 
surgeon’s working axis. This allowed operating in the direct presence of the 
volumetric navigational information similar to the “Exoscope” concept as described 
by Gildenberg et al [15] and Serefoglou at al [38]. Operating with the fixed DEX-
ray probe was of course limited by the camera’s resolution and magnification. In 
addition, the static monoscopic display of the fixed DEX-Ray probe limited the 
perception of depth due to the missing parallax effect. And the absolute distance 
to the superimposed graphics could only be seen if the virtual ray extending from 
the DEX-Ray pointer was pointing towards them. 
Nevertheless these experiments made us anticipate that microscopic 
neurosurgery might easily be possible by working with stereoscopic cameras with 
their video stream displayed on a stereoscopic monitor – provided that the monitor 
is positioned conveniently for the surgeon’s view and provided the clarity and 
resolution of the video image is not inferior to the microscope. Compared to an 
optical microscope, such a “video microscope” would allow incorporating the full 
range of graphical effects necessary to create an impressive Augmented Reality 
image with clear structural and graphical image depth. Ultimately, a point could be
reached where fast 3D segmentation algorithms applied to intra-operative imaging 
like ultrasound or MRI could serve as a continuous source to update the 
Augmented Reality display. This would allow operating on real tissue while being 
surrounded by an adaptive, 3D synthetic environment for instant and 
comprehensive three-dimensional understanding and effective implementation of 
surgical strategies.
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5. Conclusion
We have developed an Augmented Reality navigation system based on a tracked 
hand held pointer incorporating a video camera together with methods to co-
register and superimpose multimodality 3D graphics over the live video stream. 
The system performed accurately and reliably in the laboratory as well as during 
the first 12 cases in the operating room. The Augmented Reality display was found 
to be an intuitive way to relate the pre-operative surgical plan to the actual site of 
the operation. The volumetric virtual structures seen below the semi transparent
visible surface allowed operating directly towards a surgical target and in direct 
relation to surrounding structures. This way of navigating was felt showed to be
easier more direct and more comprehensive as compared to using the 
conventional orthogonal planes, especially during the early parts of the 
surgery. Although the system’s video image quality reached its limitations in 
deep cavities, Neurosurgery confronts us with dense spatial complexity with little 
room for error and Augmented Reality technologies in general offer effective 
means to improve intra-operative spatial understanding, reduce guess work and 
enable more straightforward and easier surgery.  
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Figure legends
Fig. 1: Set-up of the DEX-Ray system in the operating room. A) A movable trolley is 
containing the computer hardware and a LCD monitor is mounted on an expandable arm. 
An optical tracking system tracks the probe in the user’s hand. The probe contains a small 
video camera, which produces a video stream displayed on the LCD monitor. The video can 
be augmented with co-registered 3D graphics. B) Set-up of DEX-Ray (left) next to the Treon 
(Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) navigation system (right). A typical planning session at the 
National Neuroscience Institute, Singapore with the Dextroscope. One user interacts with the 3D 
data while the others participate in the planning by looking at the 3D data wearing LCD shutter 
g\lasses.
Fig. 2 a-c: The DEX-Ray probe. A, the blue body of the probe (2) can be sterilized, has reflective 
markers mounted on it and houses the camera (3) which overlooks the pointing tip (1). B, the front 
of the probe is covered with glass, protecting the non-sterile camera, which has been inserted into 
the probe’s body. C, the surgeon holding the DEX-Ray probe. The incorporated camera looks over 
and in parallel to the probe’s tip into the surgical site.
Fig. 3 a-bc: Image to patient co-registration. A, rough alignment. The left window on the monitor
shows the virtual skin surface attached to the tip of the DEX-Ray probe at the pivot point 
(red cross). The right window shows the virtual skin surface combined and roughly co-
registed with the actual shape of the head as seen on the video image. B, Precise alignment. 
The user is collecting surface points (blue dots along red line, right upper window) while 
sliding the DEX-Ray probe over the skin surface C, verification of the registration accuracy by 
inspecting the augmented reality window (lower right) and the cross sections. The augment reality 
window shows the registration accuracy at one glance (right lower window).
Fig. 4: Viewing the DEX-Ray navigation window mounted on the trolley from a surgeons 
perspective (before the skin incision in the case of a vestibular schwannoma).
Fig. 5 a-b: DEX-Ray in the laboratory. The video image of the skull model is augmented with the 
3D graphics of structures inside. The virtual ray extending from the (video image of the) physical 
pointing tip is indicating the distance to any graphical object it is intersecting with. A, view from 
outside. The dotted lines in yellow and blue show the distance to pre-identified points of interest. B, 
the top part of the plastic skull has been removed and cotton wool has been placed around the 
geometrical objects inside the cranial cavity. The sphere (red) and the cube (white with scratches 
on the surface) are partially exposed. Note the way the 3D graphics virtually complete these 
partially exposed structures.
Fig. 6 a-d: Right frontal glioblastoma multiforme, operated by using DEX-Ray. See illustrative case 
1.
Fig. 7 a-d: Aneurysm of the right posterior cerebellar artery, operated by using DEX-Ray. See 
illustrative case 2
Fig. 8 a-d: Left occipital cavernous angioma, operated by using DEX-Ray. See illustrative case 3.
Fig. 9: Heads up display in McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 fighter jet (This image is a work of a sailor 
or employee of the U.S. Navy, taken or made during the course of the person's official duties. As a 
work of the U.S. federal government, the image is in the public domain)
Fig. 10: Optical See-through, stereoscopic head mounted display AddVisor 150 by Saab 
Aerospace, Sweden. 
Fig. 11: Projection effect of a video AR device. The point of view of the camera towards the target 
is different than the surgeon’s naked eye point of view. This results in the projection of the target on 
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the surface at a different point (point A) than the one that the surgeon would expect if looking at the 
target from a different axis (point B).
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Dear Dr. Apuzzo,
Thank you for sending us the results of the reviewers.
Please allow us to reply to the points raised by the reviewers point by point:
Reviewer #3: 
The article reads more like an advertisement brochure for the DEX-Ray system than 
a scientific manuscript. This impression is reinforced by the fact that the lead and 
senior authors are cofounders of the company that created the device.
Reviewer #7: 
The authors provide a non-scientific description of a device that they have developed 
to incorporate images derived pre-operatively into the surgeon's intraoperative 
experience by a superimposed 3-D augmented reality construct. This has been done 
before using other methods, and a wide body of data is only superficially reviewed.
The manuscript is essentially a technical brochure for their proprietary device; there 
are no scientific questions or data of any sort. The authors should reconfigure the 
manuscript as a scientific paper.
The DEX-Ray project was funded mainly by the Singapore government through the 
Singapore Medical Research Council and it originated from ideas of the clinical 
authors of this paper. The technology is based on the planning and visualization
technology of Volume Interactions Pte Ltd, and hence Volume Interactions supported 
this research project. DEX-Ray is not a commercial product and the fact that we are 
writing a paper to publish all the technical details of this technology underlines our 
intention to share with the scientific community our methods and results. We have 
changed the Financial Disclosure statement accordingly. 
We tend to agree that the paper was written a little over enthusiastically and hence 
we toned down the phrasing in several sections. To address the scientific aspects of 
the paper we have added a table containing all the patients that were operated with 
the help of DEX-Ray, their pathologies, registration accuracies and perceived added 
* Response to Reviewers (Must be Point by Point response to each
values and shortcomings by the neurosurgeons. All 12 cases were recorded with 
respect to technical performance and clinical usefulness. Each surgeon filed a short 
report on his impressions after using DEX-Ray intra-operatively. We have added this 
fact in the Methods section, under the subheading Clinical Testing. 
We would like to emphasize that this is our first report on this technology and that the 
clinical experiences are still limited. We think that we have reported fairly on the 
advantages as well as the shortcomings of the system. We have discussed the 
difficulties of visualization in deep cavities, during brain shift and with respect to the 
risk of introducing misguidance by a wrongly perceived augmented reality effect. We 
have now deepened the discussion on these points (Results section, pages 9, 10 
and 11 and discussion page 15) and we have modified the conclusion.
With respect to the review of literature we do feel that we have discussed all the 
clinically relevant research projects on this topic. If the reviewers feel we have missed 
a significant project we would welcome their input on the specifics, which we would 
then incorporate. 
Reviewer #4: 
If I understand the registration process, it seems that the registration error should be 
considerably worse in regions of sparse surface features than they report (particularly 
for prone cases). Can they explain why this works so well? Also, how did they 
determine that the RMS errors were 1.3 in vivo? I see they had fiducials on the 
phantom, but what were the reference points on the head? Is the system compatible 
with fiducial-based registration? 
We have rewritten and broadened the paragraph on image co-registration (page 6) to 
improve the explanation of the two step registration process and the calculation of 
the RMS. We have added another picture (Figure 3b) and two references (2 and 35). 
The system is able to perform landmark base registration with fiducials, however the 
co-registration in all twelve patients was achieved with the two step surface 
registration method described in the paper. The fiducials on the phantom are glued to 
the surface and served as co-registration landmarks in the early phase of the project.  
Can the system display "probe views" in addition to axial, coronal, sagittal? If so, this 
can help the surgeon determine that the probe is truly perpendicular to the head as 
they indicated as desirable on page 8. 
The 3D graphics are always displayed from the viewpoint of the probe. An oblique cut 
plane along the axis of the probe is not available but could be developed if 
determined useful. We feel that approximate perpendicularity of the probe to the 
head or in other words the probe’s alignment with the surgical trajectory can be 
achieved by manually positioning the probe in relation to the visible surface or 
surgical cavity.   
I think the discussion is a bit long and that there are too many pictures - Figures 1 
and 10 (perhaps 9) are not necessary.
We have shortened the discussion a little on page 14. However, since another 
reviewer requested a more detailed review of the literature we have not shortened
this part. We have deleted Figures 1 and 10. We have replaced Figure 1 with two
pictures showing the DEX-Ray system set-up as it was used in the operating room.
We hope that we have answered all the questions and suggestions comprehensively 
and we hope that the paper can now be considered for publication in your esteemed 
journal.
Best regards from Mainz,
Ralf A. Kockro, M.D.
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Table 1. Series of cases navigated with DEX-Ray
Table 1: Series of cases operated with DEX-Ray. The cases 7, 11 and 12 are illustrated in the 
text. ICA = Internal Carotid artery, MCA = Middle Cerebral Artery, ACA = Anterior Cerebral Artery, 
AVM = Arterio Venous Malformation, PICA = Posterior Inferior Cerebellar Artery
Pat 
Nr.
Age Diagnosis Imaging 
modalities 
used for 
navigation
Registr.
accuracy
Surgical 
approach
Post-operative assessment of 
surgeons regarding benefits and 
shortcomings of DEX-Ray
1 68 Large right petro-clival and 
middle fossa meningioma
with a right temporal tumor 
cyst.
MRI, CT, MRA 1.7 Right pterional 
and sub-
temporal; 
anterior 
petrosectomy
Visualization of relationships of tumor to 
cavernous sinus, middle cerebral artery, 
basilar artery and petrous bone. Helpful 
to determine position of anterior 
petrosectomy. Limited resolution and 
image brightness in the deep surgical 
cavity. 
2 55 4x5 cm right parietal 
anaplastic astrocytoma
MRI 1.4 Parietal 
craniotomy
Fast understanding of sub-cortical 
position of tumor facilitating skin 
incision, craniotomy and cortisectomy. 
Limited value during tumor resection 
after brain shift.
3 70 2x2.5 cm right cerebellar, 
subcortical, hemispheric
metastasis
MRI 1.8 Right posterior 
fossa 
craniotomy
Good understanding of position of 
tumor to determine craniotomy and 
cortisectomy, direct and easy guidance 
towards the tumor. 
4 55 Large left frontal, para-
sagittal, subcortical
glioblastoma multiforme
MRI 1.9 Left frontal 
craniotomy
Good understanding of position of 
tumor to determine craniotomy and 
cortisectomy. Not very useful for tumor / 
brain differentiation after brain shift. 
5 68 Left medial sphenoid wing 
meningioma
MRI, MRA, CT 1.3 Left pterional Clear understanding of location of 
sphenoid wing and adjacent tumor 
allowed relatively small pterional
craniotomy. Good understanding of
position of adjacent ICA, MCA and
ACA. Limited image quality in deep 
surgical cavity.    
6 56 3x4 cm left temporal lobe 
glioblastoma multiforme
MRI 1.3 Small left 
temporal 
craniotomy
Good understanding of position of 
tumor which helped to define a small 
skin incision and craniotomy.
7 62 Right fronto-parietal 
glioblatoma multiforme
MRI, MRA 1.2 Right fronto-
parietal 
craniotomy
Good understanding of spatial 
configuration of tumor and relationship 
to pre-central gyrus. Limitations after 
brain-shift.  
8 72 Left parietal falx 
menigioma
MRI, MRA 0.8 Parietal 
craniotomy 
Clear localization of sagittal sinus and 
tumor. 
9 69 Left high frontal falx 
meningioma
MRI, MRA 1.1 High frontal 
craniotomy
Clear localization of sagittal sinus and 
tumor with respect to pre-central gyrus.   
10 44 Right cerebellar AVM MRI, MRA 1.0 Right posterior 
fossa 
craniotomy
Initially clear understanding of feeding 
vessels from PICA and superficial 
draining veins. Brain retraction 
interfered with accuracy of image 
overlay, hence making the identification 
of vessels more difficult. 
11 51 Right PICA aneurysm CT, MRA 1.2 Right far 
lateral
Accurate identification of the vertebral 
artery, helpful in identifying PICA and 
aneurysm sac with parent vessels. 
Limited image brightness in depth of 
surgical cavity.
12 48 Left occipital cavernoma MRI 1.0 Left occipital 
craniotomy
Good understanding of position of 
cavernoma and spatial relationship to 
visual cortex. Good guidance during 
craniotomy and approach to lesion. 
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Dex-ray: augmented reality neurosurgical navigation with a
handheld video probe
Abstract
OBJECTIVE: We developed an augmented reality system that enables intraoperative image guidance by
using 3-dimensional (3D) graphics overlaid on a video stream. We call this system DEX-Ray and report
on its development and the initial intraoperative experience in 12 cases. METHODS: DEX-Ray consists
of a tracked handheld probe that integrates a lipstick-size video camera. The camera looks over the
probe's tip into the surgical field. The camera's video stream is augmented with coregistered,
multimodality 3D graphics and landmarks obtained during neurosurgical planning with 3D
workstations. The handheld probe functions as a navigation device to view and point and as an
interaction device to adjust the 3D graphics. We tested the system's accuracy in the laboratory and
evaluated it intraoperatively with a series of tumor and vascular cases. RESULTS: DEX-Ray provided
accurate and real-time video-based augmented reality display. The system could be seamlessly
integrated into the surgical workflow. The see-through effect revealing 3D information below the
surgically exposed surface proved to be of significant value, especially during the macroscopic phase of
an operation, providing easily understandable structural navigational information. Navigation in deep
and narrow surgical corridors was limited by the camera resolution and light sensitivity.
CONCLUSION: The system was perceived as an improved navigational experience because the
augmented see-through effect allowed direct understanding of the surgical anatomy beyond the visible
surface and direct guidance toward surgical targets.
